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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO9501112A2] The system is based on the use of a multipurpose shoulder strap, or matchable shoulder strap, described in various
embodiments (1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F), which is a wide strap so short as to stay in the shoulder zone of a user and so short as to be unconnectable
to a load. Said multipurpose shoulder strap having a connector at each end so as to be able to be connected, at each end, at the end of a carrying
belt or of a cable having complementary-shaped connectors. It so is possible, according to different carrying necessities, to change type of carrying
belt or cable at each end of said multipurpose shoulder strap, so as to obtain several different embodiments of a shoulder carrier having the same
multipurpose shoulder strap and different carrying belts or cables (C1, C2, C3, C5, C6, C11, C12, C13, C14, A1). Said carrying belts or cables
catch the load by hooking it or by wrapping it in loops, and can be used for hang to a nail or to a bar said load simply by disconnecting it from said
multipurpose shoulder strap and connecting it to a nail or bar connector complementary shaped, left on its support. Said carrying belts or cables are
shown in various embodiments (3C, 3E, 3H, 3I, 3L), and can be provided with length adjustment systems and anti-rotation parts, as hooking handles
(6A, 6B, 6C), some of which permit also an easy and comfortable change from shoulder to hand transportation. By connecting two matchable
shoulder straps by a front and a rear cross-piece a double matchable shoulder strap is formed, being able to obtain several different embodiments of
a two-shoulder carrier (C7, C8, C9, C10, C15, C16, C17, C18, C19, C20).
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